Some Effective Factors for Diagnostic and Treatment of Disordered Behaviors with Reporting Treated Cases
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Abstract

Two factors have much role in diagnostic of damaged needs and also effect field of traumatic events, they are Superego and missing. Superego is generally part of Ego teen orientation for losing effects of traumatic events. Missing is generally effect of teen beliefs that these beliefs act on unconscious mode. Whatever therapist more accesses to Patient's Ego teen orientation he can more near to teen beliefs. Time, ideology, environmental conditions have much role in treatment assessment. Anything patient says that they were strange, these articles sure concluded from his teen beliefs. When patient gets in maximum proximity with himself teen beliefs, on unconscious mode, he senses pain (or..) in part of himself body that this part had been involved in traumatic event occurrence and also in conversation with therapist, patient himself cites almost reasons for right conclusions about factors that involved in traumatic event occurrence. In this article took two examples until treatment process becomes clearer.
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Introduction

There are four laws in general psychology of treatment [1]:

- First law, multiplication first and second experienced feelings per human's need is constant. Variation in one of feelings causes response from other feeling.
- Second law, changing on constant value in feelings law causes Human's beliefs and consequently Ego orientation. If this changing be smoothly, beliefs will be proper and they cause development but if this changing be sharp, beliefs become teen and there is Ego teen orientation.
- Third law, when teen belief created, it get on unconscious mode for ever and patient only gets on conscious mode as treated.
- Fourth law, Ego can use first and second feelings that experienced independently about one need, under mind's range about this need.

There are five laws in treatment's method [1].

- First law (Ego reaction law): If patient accepts himself lack in certain damaged mood, for a few second after having certain damaged satisfaction, he will remind several events.
- Second law: All of events that patient reminded them after applying Ego reaction law in certain damaged mood, involved in formation of traumatic event that it causes this certain damaged mood.
- Third law: Any certain damaged mood has a specific and same-kin traumatic event. For example, person with aggression damaged mood has specific traumatic event that in it, person has aggressed to other case and second feeling's failure beliefs created for person about utilizing physical abilities.
- Forth law (Tree law): Ego at the occasion becomes on conscious mode about certain damaged mood's beliefs related to certain traumatic event that tree of certain traumatic event completed.
- Fifth law (Challenge law): Damaged moods will be treated when challenge's data inside second part of Rescuer stays on unconscious mode and Ego doesn’t think more of usual about challenge’s data.

Effective Terms over Disordered Moods

According to first law and second law of general psychology of treatment, when person’s condition need satisfaction at first (childhood) it is important teen beliefs didn’t occur. There are beliefs in parent that these beliefs transport to children. Because of parent have beliefs in their life that they like to transport to their children for development. Otherwise most of these beliefs related to parent's environment ideology. Generally there in ideology some orders about need satisfaction. These orders related to be wrong satisfaction and usually ignored importance of need satisfaction (first feelings). For example, said to children that sex need is so satanic behaviors and it didn’t say to children importance of this need and its benefits. Children encounter with first and second feelings about one need and they use of learned beliefs about these feeling under mind’s range in this need. This issue is very important in transport beliefs from parent and society to children that children’s mind’s range be appropriate and sharp changing don’t occur in balance between feelings of children. Producing failure of second feelings can conclude from human second entity and for this reason most of ideology have orders to condemn human second entity otherwise they should consider first feelings beside respect to second feelings. Thus most of people have second feelings failure in wide range [2].

Ego for reduction failure beliefs (teen beliefs) will orient. Ego usually takes holy moods to respond for failure of second feeling and this holy state differ to imagination power of mind for development. Usually this
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holy moods reinforced by more using of nature’s abilities and beauties. Indeed, when the traumatic event creates second feelings failure, Ego believes that there is weak in second feeling and for restoring loss in second feeling, he performs some holy acts that it is different with need related to source and motive for second feelings. Because of teen belief, Ego can’t remove failure beliefs and holy acts increases and this mood called Superego. When the traumatic event creates first feeling failure, Ego believes that there is weak in first feeling and for restoring loss, he performs some acts until he can have the ability but because of teen beliefs this ability doesn’t restored and this mood of patient also called Superego.

Response in first law in general psychology of treatment is, When first feeling ignored, human’s Ego use of some sanction that attack to orders that they protect from second feeling and when second feeling ignored human’s Ego attacks to himself need for having better second feeling. Human’s Ego attack to himself second entity because he considers himself second entity as only probable base for ignoring second feeling. Interestingly, it can create weak in second feelings in person until for reducing weak, he looking for motivation with high second feelings but patient by this motivation doesn’t succeed forever and dependence to motivation remains forever [3].

Important effect of traumatic event occurrence is missing. Indeed patient says happened for him some moods without control and Ego can’t manage this satisfaction. This effect is teen beliefs that act on unconscious mode and is called missing. If patient cooperates with therapist and he can say his missing, therapist can design Rescuer easily and treatment process becomes very shorter. Mind can utilized without Ego control and if therapist and he can say his missing, therapist can design Rescuer easily and treatment process becomes very shorter. Mind can utilized without Ego control and therapist can recognize effect field of traumatic event and its teen believes this ability doesn’t restored and this mood of patient also called Superego.

Patient usually doesn’t say his damaged need completely at first conversation with therapist and he says about his moods that they originated from sub-traumatic events. When therapist is talking with patient to diagnose damaged need, he should consider type of traumatic event. If patient exaggerates about one need that’s mean he has first kind of traumatic event and when he intends to ignore one need, he has second kind of traumatic event [2].

Very important point for therapist is, Ego teen orientation causes patient orient towards failure feelings and he looking for reduce created weak in damaged need while teen belief about damaged need is same kind with damaged need, that’s mean, patient pays to one need more of usual for ignoring or rising ability of this need while teen belief comes from same traumatic event that created weak in this need. Thus Ego teen orientation is opposite to teen belief and in treatment process therapist shouldn’t search for reasons of damaged mood (because of Ego orientation) and he should search same kind traumatic event with damaged mood and also tree of this traumatic event. For this search therapist should recognize effect field of traumatic event and its teen orientation. For example in treated case, when therapist wants to probe patient’s ability about fight to earn comfort, money and also measuring patient’s beliefs about pleasure, patient in conversation with therapist cited this issue, patient was wonder about world population and their asset and he cited, how very many of people in world live and they have leisure from their life. Therapist realized patient has this teen belief with consideration clues of traumatic events [1], patient believed (in certain event), he can’t have comfort, money and leisure because he exaggerated about them. Don’t forget this diagnostic is primary and it causes treatment’s period becomes shorter.

Some Treated Disordered Moods

In continuation we take two examples about sex damaged need because sex need is most complex of human need. Generally in example 1, we have a patient that it occurred secondary feeling failure for him in sex need and in example 2, we have a patient that it occurred first feeling failure for him in sex need. Indeed sex need related to emotional relation between male and female, it has high excitation and interestingly, it can major role in existence of human as source of second feelings. Sex need also can be part of second entity related to be human stronger in currently life and future (child). Relation between one need with various parts of second entity can help for treatment in this form, 1) Therapist can guess about various probable teen beliefs in one traumatic event occurrence. He can design one Rescuer about one probable teen belief and later he is going to probe patient’s challenge about this Rescuer until he can diagnose about this probable teen belief (in attention to present disordered moods of patient). 2) Therapist can have Better diagnostic for effect fields and also better design for Rescuer [1].

Other important issue is, when a patient has teen belief about one need but this teen belief neutralized by another teen belief. For example patient has teen belief about to damage people but this teen belief neutralized by this belief that patient can’t fight to defense from himself. In this situation at first, therapist should remove teen belief about damaging to others or in possible (completion of both traumatic event trees), removed both teen beliefs together. To diagnostic, how one teen belief neutralizes another teen belief, it isn’t difficult because these teen beliefs reminded in Ego reaction law process together.

Example 1

Patient meets therapist and he tells, he has some difficult in sex need such as he thinks and pays to sex unusual and he has much stresses in sex need.

Therapist probes Ego teen orientation and he realizes patient has teen beliefs created by secondary traumatic event. Because patient considers sex need as satanic behavior and also he has more challenges for ignoring sex need. Thus therapist designs Rescuer in this form, first kind of Rescuer data, sex need is strong and it has high leisure
and high excitement and I feel about sex need resemble you and this need is strong for more of people thus it isn’t difficult, you consider sex need as your important need and you release yourself and you have sex need freely and you don’t consider sex need as fault. Second kind of Rescuer, although sex need is strong and it hasn’t fault but you consider emotional relation with sex need also importance of family information. It’s better beside free sex satisfaction you think about future of sex need and its importance.

Therapist has conversation with patient about these issues for two weeks in four meetings. In this interval of time, therapist noticed patient’s Superego and patient attempts to have more of usual holy moods until he can decrease himself weakness. Also he attempts to be very polite and good man and also he wants to remove sex need for long time.

Therapist in attention to patient’s exaggeration about having emotional relation with girls, diagnoses new affect field about traumatic event. Patient says to therapist that he has fears about unknown creature too. Therapist considers secondary traumatic event in patient and he wants to try to find this traumatic event. Thus therapist diagnoses two effect field for patient in traumatic event related to sex need, to be guilty man in sex need and he can’t have emotional relation. Thus at first, effect field about human existence and having child removed. Therapist wants patient to apply Ego orientation law. In next meeting, patient resists to cite reminded events.

Therapist says importance of cooperation and he tells to patient that patient may have traumatic event and reason of patient’s damaged behaviors is simple event. Therapist says to patient, probable of having traumatic event is usual process and he explains about childhood and also traumatic event occurrence isn’t intentional. Patient says to therapist reminded event, he had sex satisfaction in past time that happened for him unusual event, at this satisfaction, it was storm and patient says god concerned from his satisfaction. Therapist says to patient that sex need is important need for continuation of human life and it can’t be satanic need completely and if you mistake, it isn’t much matter, it’s sufficient you don’t perform such satisfaction that god concerned and you couldn’t bad man with this event. Therapist says to patient to more consider this reminded traumatic event and also he is going to use discussed issues.

In next meeting patient says, he understands he considered himself as much guilty man and now he is feeling more comfort and some behaviors reformed and some challenges reduced (Because of change in mind’s range and experienced first feeling in sex need in new mind’s range about sex need), but he doesn’t tell about these behaviors and challenges. Therapist holds first kind of Rescuer data about freely sex satisfaction and beside of these data he increases challenges for having proper sex need, in this form, its better you have sex need according to your religion and you can use sex need as accepted satisfaction by god for good emotional relation and good life. Patient in next teen satisfaction has many challenges and later, he intends attack to therapist, at this time therapist wants patient to apply Ego reaction law and in presence of therapist says reminded events. Although patient resisted at first but therapist recalling recently development and also he attributes same fault for himself. Therapist says to patient his much challenges and much fail in his life that occurred by certain event that he hadn’t much guilty at this event. Finally, patient says these events. In patient reminded events, He had solo sex and he used of porn clips and he used of sex need with some persons without emotional relation. Therapist takes all of these events as sub-traumatic event and he still doesn’t category about various teen beliefs in sex need. Patient also confesses that sex satisfaction for him occurred out of control (missing). Therapist reduces some challenges in Rescuer and he wants patient to have sex more freely while he knows challenges won’t be removed. Therapist looking for most desired sex satisfaction by patient in conversation with him and also he notices that there is in patient’s face asymmetry. After some meetings therapist notices patient more intends having sex with adult women also he reacts to process that in it, women become naked.

Thus therapist wants patient to have sex with the women and patient to consider the process that the women becomes naked and at this time, he is going to apply Ego reaction law (he doesn’t consider this sex satisfaction as guilty process and he has free sex, perfectly). Patient senses in his face pain and he says reminded this event (but after two times of applying Ego reaction law). In past time at 6 old years (almost, in attention other healthy reminded event), he performed sex need and he condemned by persons extremely. Therapist wants patient to more think about this event and he is going to try to remember more details (to more apply Ego reaction law). For this target therapist also wants patient to go into environment that happened for him this traumatic event. At this time patient also cites, he has much stresses and special feelings (second feelings failure) in presence in ceremonies. Therapist considers new reminded event as primary and main traumatic event for damaged sex behaviors, in attention to, traumatic event is same kind with damaged mood.

Patient reminded more detail about new event, in certain place while he had almost 6 years old, he participated in celebration when he noticed one woman wanted to change her clothes, he went to had sex satisfaction with this women (unlearning method), in presence of various persons. He condemned by others that he is bad and sinister man and he believed he performed sex need in unaccustomed way and everything is finished (won’t occur changing), because one person said him everything finished and patient turns to sinister man (main traumatic event 1). With this development in treatment process therapist decides to category various sex damaged moods and later he treats them. Therapist for treating (removing teen beliefs) says to patient, you didn’t know about sex need at first and everything didn’t finish and its matter you have sex need in acceptable method instead removing it. Sex need couldn’t apply for anyone and you didn’t understand about it. In this time pain in patient’s face increases because to more close with teen beliefs. Therapist holds some meetings with patient and he wants patient to apply Ego reaction law about any certain damaged mood about sex need. Therapist categories damaged moods that confirmed by patient’s missing. Patient says these moods occurred for him out of control. 1) Patient has mood as solo sex when he is watching dancing clips and also he looking for porn clips. 2) He can’t have lovely relation with girls and using of her benefits. 3) He can’t control himself when he sees one woman and he performs some moods such as, he stares her. 4) He has solo sex in vacation place. 5. He has fear feelings of unusual creature (spirit, jinn). Mood 3 is same kind with main traumatic event 1. With complete remembering, patient removed teen beliefs about having satanic behaviors about sex need in this form that patient didn’t know about correct satisfaction, thus it doesn’t matter and now patient knows about correct satisfaction and it doesn’t repeat such behaviors.

After some meeting therapist noticed patient still has challenges about satanic behavior in sex need and according to law 5 of treatment method laws, tree of traumatic event still doesn’t complete and patient didn’t treat. Therapist considers another factor in main traumatic event 1 formation. Therapist reforms data of first kind of Rescuer and sees one woman and he performs some moods such as, he stares her. Therapist reduces some challenges in Rescuer and he wants patient to have sex more freely while he knows challenges won’t be removed. Therapist looking for most desired sex satisfaction by patient in conversation with him and also he notices that there is in patient’s face asymmetry. After some meetings therapist notices patient more intends having sex with adult women also he reacts to process that in it, women become naked.

Thus therapist wants patient to have sex with the women and patient to consider the process that the women becomes naked and at this time, he is going to apply Ego reaction law (he doesn’t consider this sex satisfaction as guilty process and he has free sex, perfectly). Patient senses in his face pain and he says reminded this event (but after two times of applying Ego reaction law). In past time at 6 old years (almost, in attention other healthy reminded event), he performed sex need and he condemned by persons extremely. Therapist wants patient to more think about this event and he is going to try to remember more details (to more apply Ego reaction law). For this target therapist also wants patient to go into environment that happened for him this traumatic event. At this time patient also cites, he has much stresses and special feelings (second feelings failure) in presence in ceremonies. Therapist considers new reminded event as primary and main traumatic event for damaged sex behaviors, in attention to, traumatic event is same kind with damaged mood.

Patient reminded more detail about new event, in certain place while he had almost 6 years old, he participated in celebration when he noticed one woman wanted to change her clothes, he went to had sex satisfaction with this women (unlearning method), in presence of various persons. He condemned by others that he is bad and sinister man and he believed he performed sex need in unaccustomed way and everything is finished (won’t occur changing), because one person said him everything finished and patient turns to sinister man (main traumatic event 1). With this development in treatment process therapist decides to category various sex damaged moods and later he treats them. Therapist for treating (removing teen beliefs) says to patient, you didn’t know about sex need at first and everything didn’t finish and its matter you have sex need in acceptable method instead removing it. Sex need couldn’t apply for anyone and you didn’t understand about it. In this time pain in patient’s face increases because to more close with teen beliefs. Therapist holds some meetings with patient and he wants patient to apply Ego reaction law about any certain damaged mood about sex need. Therapist categories damaged moods that confirmed by patient’s missing. Patient says these moods occurred for him out of control. 1) Patient has mood as solo sex when he is watching dancing clips and also he looking for porn clips. 2) He can’t have lovely relation with girls and using of her benefits. 3) He can’t control himself when he sees one woman and he performs some moods such as, he stares her. 4) He has solo sex in vacation place. 5. He has fear feelings of unusual creature (spirit, jinn). Mood 3 is same kind with main traumatic event 1. With complete remembering, patient removed teen beliefs about having satanic behaviors about sex need in this form that patient didn’t know about correct satisfaction, thus it doesn’t matter and now patient knows about correct satisfaction and it doesn’t repeat such behaviors.
imitating from others and also he gathers much data about imitating. But he imitates from others in form of missing. Finally patient reminds this event, some weeks before main traumatic event 1, he saw two people in sex satisfaction process and they told to patient, this act is very interesting and it is good mood. Now tree of main traumatic event 1 completed and therapist says to patient, you performed main traumatic event 1 because you learned by others and it really isn’t important that you performed main traumatic event 1, because you saw such satisfaction and two people statements was reason of your wrong sex satisfaction and now you knows correct sex satisfaction. Patient becomes on conscious mode completely. Removing teen belief is so simple for any teen beliefs, it is important that tree of traumatic event completed. Told to patient, you can conclude right about yourself beliefs that you aren’t man to perform sex in satanic behavior. You can believe you can have sex need in accustomed method otherwise it is possible that sex may occur in satanic way and you hope have sex need in right way more of times. You can test and think about imitation from others and later you can use or remove these imitations. Therapist probes patient’s challenge in mood 3 and he realizes he hasn’t any challenges.

Therapist treats other moods with below reminded events:

For mood 1, (1a) Patient in certain condition stares into dancing video clip unusual and mocked by others. (1b) Patient reminded main traumatic event 1. When he saw dancing clip in event 1a, he stared because of teen beliefs in event 1b, and also because of teen beliefs in event 1b, when he condemned by others he believed having such satanic mood when he watches dancing clip he doesn’t control him about sex intention and everything finished.

For mood 2, (2a) patient reminded that he couldn’t link with one girl and he stared girl's erogenous zones, girl condemned him. (2b) He reminded main traumatic event 1. Thus because of teen belief in event 2b, he believed about girl statement in event 2a that he is sinister man when he meets a girl and anything finished.

For mood 4, (4a) he saw one person that he went in vacation place and when patient went to close person, person got angry and wanted patient to go away. Patient stayed near that place and noticed person had solo sex out of control severely. (4b) Patient reminded main traumatic event 1. (4c) He learned solo sex when he saw a friend. (4d) When he saw some women, He had solo sex and he saw by one of these women and condemned. (4e) He had solo sex satisfaction in certain vacation place and it occurred storm and he assumed this event as god anxiety from his moods. Formation of traumatic events in moods 1, 2 and 4 and removing teen beliefs is clear.

For mood 5, (5a) in certain situation he said about unusual creature that if person see these creature, he becomes bad man and everything finished. (5b) Patient reminded main traumatic event 1. (5c) In other condition in sleep he saw unusual creature and he believed about statement about he becomes sinister man really. (5d) He also reminded base of dream that he saw one corpse and in his sleep, unusual creature is resemble to this corpse. (5e) He reminded had the solo sex in out of control and reason of this mood was a meeting with unusual creature in sleep.

Because of beliefs in events 5a and 5b, patient believed about concluding in event 5c. In event 5b, by visiting unusual creature in sleep he believed that he turn to sinister man severely and reason of damaged mood in sex need surely is effect of this meeting in sleep and also unusual creatures linked with him (reason of fear from these creature). This traumatic event strengthened Superego for more holy moods for against unusual creature. After removing belief in mood 6, patient’s face asymmetry improves about more than 80%. With explain about corpse, patient’s sleep and exaggeration in statement unusual creature, and also by removing this belief that everything finished by one mood or event, asked from patient that bring out of beliefs that he turn to sinister man and friend of unusual creature. Notice, in Rescuer data in mood 5, we encountered with patient’s ideology. Because of fighting for don’t turn to sinister man he takes some motivation (religion persons). Patient takes religion persons (agent of god), as enemy of unusual creature until he can fight to secondary feeling failure. Also because of first feeling failure against religion person (patient hasn’t ability for fight to jinn), he dependent to religion person on unconscious mode for ever. Also Patient has failure beliefs about he can’t fight with unusual creature and he believes in unconscious mode, failure against unusual creature and ability of religion persons.

For this situation we design first kind of Rescuer data in this form that god isn’t opposite with sex need and he can see in nature, sex need importance. We didn’t want to change patient’s ideology because all of patient’s beliefs about various needs involved by his ideology. Thus we reformed part of patient’s ideology that was necessary and we didn’t attack to all parts of patient’s ideology. Patient because of traumatic events in mood 5, ended up to change in his face proper to himself beliefs and his mind pictures about unusual creatures. With removing these beliefs patient’s face came back to normal figure (Changing in patient’s physiology).

Treatment process longs 5 months patient had 28 years old. But Later 3 weeks, patient returned to therapist and he says has challenge about link with girl and having lovely relationship. Therapist designs first kind of Rescuer in this form, human have diversity in himself needs and it doesn’t matter you have sex need in spite your love. In second kind of Rescuer data, said to patient, to have normal life and to protect for having family, it’s better having normal sex need. Finally after Ego reaction law, patient reminded these event, 1) In 9 years old, he abused by the person and because of main traumatic event 1, patient attributed himself that he is sexy and sinisterness man and anyone doesn’t like him. 2) Also he reminded he couldn’t have relation with two certain girls and he refused them. For these reasons he can’t link with the girls and after that he believed, he can’t have sex need with lovely relation. Removing this teen belief is easy too. This patient has some anxiety moods about abused by the person that he liked treated in self-treating.

Example 2

Patient (33 years old), visits therapist and he cites homosexual intention. Therapist noticed that patient released himself enough and he doesn’t consider homosexual as fault extremely but he likes to treatment. Therapist doesn’t matter to expand mind’s range and he designs some challenges about other profits of sex need such as having child, having another emotional relation with opposite kind (because it is in second entity), and so on. After one month when patient becomes ready, therapist wants him to apply Ego reaction law. But patient doesn’t remember certain traumatic event. Therapist realizes patient exaggerates about some men properties and he likes to have male activities such as fighting and harsh activities but he couldn’t. Therapist reforms Rescuer data and he says to patient about relation between sex need and being male or female. Also therapist noticed patient reacts to beautiful boy and he doesn’t react to other boys. Therapist says to patient with fucking can’t conclude about to be male and female. Thus therapist designs some articles about use of leisure in attention to human’s beauty. Therapist wants patient to apply Ego reaction law when he has emotional relation and sex satisfaction with desired person.
Therapist speaks with patient about very badly experienced feelings and damaged abilities that occurred by simple event until patient says reminded traumatic events to him. With 1.5 month after of first meeting with therapist and in duration about two months and 5 meetings with therapist and also he linked with desired person for this two month, finally, patient reminded these events. 1) He reminded some statements from friends in his environment that if one person fucked by anyone, person becomes weak and he considered as female. 2) In 6 age, he reminded in certain operation in his penis (usual operation in male penis), his parent ignored him and they pay to other brother (more beautiful) and they had no any attention to patient in nourishment while patient saw his parent pay to his brother completely. 3) In 8 age patient reminded fucked by adult man. At this time he senses pain in his anus resemble to traumatic event occurrence. 4) In 10 age, the beautiful persons touched patient's anus and he demands patient for having sex and patient accepted thirstily and beautiful person with another person mocked patient for female intention. At this time he senses changes in his anus resemble to traumatic event occurrence. 5) Patient reminds in presence of some people, in 12 age he intended to friend with persons 10 years older from him (Because of weak in male features). 6) At other certain condition he saw one girl performs some behaviors until earn money and asset and he condemned himself for disability in male role.

The patient's moods for treatment are, 1) He intends to sex with beautiful boys. 2) He can't take male role in his life. 3) Also in traumatic event 3, when he fucked by the person, he has been in sleep and in end of satisfaction became awake, thus he condemned him why noticed at first perfectly (at first, a little noticed but didn't matter), and because of this first kind of traumatic event about use of sensing ability he ended up with losing in his senses that by reminding and becoming in conscious mode this losing removed.

With five reminded events tree of traumatic event for mood 1, completed in this form, in event 3, patient because of event 1, believed about turn to female but not completely and because he hasn't teen belief about being female and he refuses from other males mainly because of during event 3, he experienced very high hate feelings in sex with adult. This hate told to therapist before reminding. In during event 4, he can't control him because of beliefs in event 2 (beautiful boy's penis importance) and also because of beliefs in event 3 (turn to female case (almost) and also hate from sex with adult persons). Thus he believed he can't control himself against beautiful boy and turn to female case and turn to person that he likes beautiful person penis and he likes beautiful person male features. In event 5, he believed he isn't man and he requested female demands from another male person. Patient has belief that he turned to female case and he can't use male abilities and he has hate tense from adults and also in encountering with beautiful boy, he can't control him and he ends up strong failure first feeling. Removing teen belief is obvious. Main reason for homosexual intention was, patient didn't control himself in presence of beautiful boy thirstily and this to been out of control, in final phase of treatment, comes in conscious mode completely. After treatment, patient's muscles becomes tighter and his voice becomes rougher (changing in patient's physiology). For mood that patient can't have main role, in event 3, patient accepted he turned as female human almost and everything finished (because of belief in event 1) and in event 6, he believed that he is weaker than one girl. Therapist expresses issues about male and female role and earning money for removing teen belief at first. Female role can have power for earning money. Because of removed teen belief about to be female, patient easily becomes in conscious mode and he hasn't challenge that he can't have main features such as earning money and he can compete with boys or girls.

Conclusion

With Ego teen orientation, missing and Superego (one part of Ego teen orientation), therapist can diagnose in primary form for disordered moods and he can design good Rescuers. Time in general assessment Ego from himself and deep of teen beliefs, environment condition for diagnostic probable teen beliefs and generating other traumatic events and also ideology as base of patient's beliefs can lead therapist in treatment process. Messing can help therapist to category damaged moods precisely. With treating damaged moods can cut teen beliefs that transferred from parent to children. Teen beliefs have effect in patient's physiology and by removing teen beliefs this physiology restored and it seems, it can start new study about mind (brain) and some unclear diseases with use of lab devices when applying Ego reaction law and removing teen beliefs.
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